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Co-groups on sequentially complete,

locally convex, topological vector spaces

in particular on strict LF-spaces

by

S.J .L. van Eijndhoven

summary

In this report we develop the theory of co-groups (1rt)tElR on locally convex, sequentially
complete, topological vector spaces 11. \Ve prove that under mild conditions on the locally
convex topology of V the infinitesimal generator 8," of the co-group is closed as well as the
operators q(8,") with their natural domain where q denotes any polynomial. For that, we first
discuss the vector space G(JR, 11) of all continuous V-valued functions. A group on G(JR, 11)
is formed by the translations (h, t E JR. Endowing G(JR, 11) with the compact open topology,
the group (O"t)tElR is strongly continuous. We discuss the properties of the co-group (O"t)tElR

in full. For the introduction of its infinitesimal generator we have to define the concept of
differentiation in G(JR, 11), and the related differentiation operator V. As an essential side
result we solve the differential equation

q(V)f = 0

for any polynomial q.
Each co-group (1rt)tElR on 11 is linked to the co-group (O"t)tElR on G(JR, 11) by means of an in
tertwining operator Y," from 11 into G(JR, 11). Local equicontinuity of (1rt)tElR and continuity
of~ are equivalent. Thus we obtain several interesting results for the infinitesimal generator
6," of the co-group (1rt)tElR which are original to our mind (we could not find them in this
form in literature), surely with respect to the methods of proof.
In the second part we apply our theory to strict inductive limits of Frechet spaces. Leading,
for instance, to further results on G(JR, 11), in case 11 = U:'=l Fn with {Fn I n E .LV} a strict
inductive system of Frechet spaces, and their implications on the co-groups on V.

Our results are not illustrated in this paper but in subsequent papers we deal with the
translation group on the spaces L~omp(IR), 1 ~ P ~ 00, which are strict inductive limits of
Banach spaces, and we shall develop a general theory of strict inductive limits of Frechet
spaces which are translation invariant subspaces of Schwartz's distribution space V'(JR).
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1 Some considerations on the space C(IR, V)

In this section we use freely without reference elementary results of the theory of locally
convex topological vector spaces as described by [Sch], [Tre] and [Con] in their monographs.

Throughout by V we denote a sequentially complete locally convex topological vector space.
We assume the locally convex topology be brought about by a collection P of seminorms.
Without loss of generality this collection P is assumed to be indexed by a directed set DJ in
the sense that for all VI, V2 E DJ

Then for each finite subset F of JD there is VF E JD such that V ::; VF for all v E F, whence
pJl(x) ::; pJlp(x) for all x E V and v E F.

By C(JR, V) we denote the vector space of all continuous functions from JR into V. So a
function f from JR into V belongs to C(JR, V) if and only if

And the triangle inequali ty for seminorms ensures that for each IJ E JD the function t 1-+

pJl(J(t)) is continuous on JR. It leads us to the following seminorms for C(JR, V),

where J( C JR is a compact subset and IJ E JD. Consequently, C(JR, V) is endowed with the
locally convex topology Tco(JR, V) brought about by the seminorm collection

{Pv,K I IJ E JD, J( C JR compact} .

A net in C(JR, V) is convergent if it converges uniformly on each compact subset J( of JR.

The topology Tco(JR, V) can be introduced also by starting from the basis /3 for the neighbor
hood system at 0 consisting of all open convex balanced subsets of V. Let /3co ( JR, V) denote
the collection of all subsets U(B, J() of C(JR, F) defined by

U(B, K) = {f E C(JR, V) IVtEK: f(t) E B}

where B E /3 and J( ~ JR compact. Then /3co(JR, V) is a basis for the neighborhood system
at 0 in the topology Tco(JR, V). This can be seen as follows. Let kB denote the gauge of
B E /3. Then kB is a continuous seminorm on F and so there exists IJ E JD and C > 0 such
that
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One can check straightforwardly that U(B, K) is convex balanced and absorbing. The gauge
kU(B,K) of U(B, [() satisfies

kU(B,K)(J) = ~Clff kB(f(t))

whence

and we are done.

Theorem 1.1. The locally convex topological vector space C(JR, V) is sequentially complete.

Proof. Let (fn)nEl'l be a Cauchy sequence in C(JR, V) Then for each t E JR, the se
quence (fn(t))nEl'l is Cauchy in V. So V being sequentially complete, there is f: JR --;. V
defined by

f(t) = lim fn(t).
n-+oo

Let [( C JR be compact and let vElD. Then for all t E [(

and so

lim sup Pv(fn(t) - f(t)) = 0 .
n-+oo tEK

The continuity of f follows from th€ inequality

which is valid for all n E IN, 1/ E lD and t, s E K, with K C JR compact. o

Lemma 1.2. Let [( C JR be compact and let f E C(JR, V). Then f is uniformly con
tinuous on [(, Le.

The proof is based on the same type of compactness argument as the classical proof for the
case V = c. .

By ba(JR) we denote the space of aU right-continuous functions J.L from IR into C for which
there exists A > 0 such that for any m E IN and any -00 < to < tl < ... < tm < 00
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m

(*) L 1J.L(tj)-J.L(tj-dl~A.
j=1

By var(J.L), the variation of J.L, we mean the infimum of all constants A which satisfy (*).
Further, bac(m) denotes the subspace of ba(m), consisting of all J.L E ba(m) for which there
exists T ~ 0 such that

J.L( t) = 0, t < - T ,
J.L(t) = J.L(T) , t ~ T .

Now let J.L E bac(m) and let T ~ 0 as indicated. Let for a moment, I denote the directed set
of all partitions a = [m; to, tt, ... , tm ] of the interval [-T, T] with the usual ordering. Then
by JI-t,af for each f E G(m, V) we denote the Stieltjes sum

m

JI-t,af = L (It(tj) - J.L(tj-d)f(tj) .
j=1

Define

where

tn,j = (2L1 - 1) T .

Then an < a n+1 for all n E IN. Let f E G(m, V). The uniform continuity of f on [-T,T]
quarantees that

It follows that the sequence (Jl-t,anJ)nEN is Cauchy in V and therefore convergent; a posteriori
it follows that the net (Jl-t,aJ)aEI is convergent. Its limit is denoted by

! f dll
R

and is a straightforward generalization of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral for C-valued contin
uous functions on m. It can be checked that for all J.L E bac(1R) and f E G(m, V)

P.Uf dP) ,,; var(p )P.,K (f)

with K = [-T, T], T sufficiently large. Hence the linear operator f 1--+ ! f dJ.L is continuous

R
from G(m, V) into V. Moreover, for all continuous linear functiona.ls £, on V and f E G(m, V)
the function t 1--+ £,U(t», I E JR, is continuous and
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1:Uf d~) =1£(J(t))d~(t).

Similarly, t ~ Pv(f(t)) is continuous from IR into IR+ and for each monotoneously nonde
creasing J.l E ba.:(IR)

P.Uf d~) 5:1P.(J(t))dp(t).

For a < b, let J.la,b E bac(IR),

{

0,
Ila,b(t) = t - a ,

b - a,

t < a
as:t<b
t ~ b

Then J.la,b E bac(IR) and we define

b

J f(t)dt:= J f dlla,b , f E C(IR, F) .
a JR

Finally, we observe that for each <p E C(IR, C) and f E C(IR, F) the function t ~ <p(t)f(t)
belongs to C(IR, V).

Another natural concept in function spaces is the concept of translation which is closely
related to the concept of differentiation.

We introduce the one-parameter group (at)tEJR of translations on G(lR, V),

(ad)(T) = f(t+T), f E C(JR, V) , t E JR, T E IR.

Due to uniform continuity of f E C(IR, F) on compact subsets of IR, for each vElD and
J( C IR compact

Pv,K (ad - J) -+ 0 as t -+ 0 .

Besides for J( C IR compact,

pv,K(ad) = Pv,Kt(f) , f E C(IR, F) ,

with J(t = {t} +J(. So (at)tEJR is a co-group of continuous linear mappings on C(IR, V). And
so it makes sense to search for its infinitesimal generatoro Therefore we introduce the space
C1(IR, F), more generally the spaces Ck(IR, l'), as follows:
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Let f E C(JR, V). Then, by definition, f E CIe(JR, V) if there exists 9 E C(JR, V)
and a V-valued polynomial q, of degree k - 1,

with qo, ... , qle-l E V, such that

t

! (t - r)le-l
f(t) =q(t) + (k _ 1)! g(r)dr, t E JR .

o

If such a representation exists, it is unique. Indeed, assume

t

! (t - r)le-l
q(t) + (k _ I)! g(r)dr = 0 ,

o

t E JR ,

with q a polynomial of degree ~ k - 1. Then for each continuous linear functional £ on V

t

J
(t_r)Ie-1

£(q(t)) + (k _ 1)! £(g(r))dr = 0 ,
o

t E JR .

Since t 1-+ £(q(t)) is a C -valued polynomial of degree ~ k - 1 it follows by differentiating
k-times that £(g(t)) = 0, t E m, whence £(q(t)) = 0, t E m. Since £ is arbitrary, 9 = q = o.

The differentiation operator V: C 1 (JR, V) --+ C(JR, V) is defined as follows

t

Vf=g :<:>f(t)=f(O)+! g(T)dT, tEJR.

°
For each continuous linear functional I:- on V

and so

t t

J (t - r)k-1 !
(k _ I)! £(g(T»)dT =

o 0
(

tl )(t1 - r )k-2! (k _ 2)! £(g(T))dT dt1

t Ie t (t1 )(t-T)-l (t1-r)k-2! (k - I)! g(r)dT =! ! (k _ 2)! g(r)dT dt1.

Therewidth it is clear that 1> maps Ck(JR, V) into CIe-1(JR, V). We note that each f E
C1 (JR, V) is also weakly differentiable i.e. for each continuous linear functional £ on V, the
function

t 1-+ £(f(t))
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is differentiable as a function from IR into C.
On C 1c (IR, V) we impose the locally convex topology brought about by the collection of

• 1c
semInorms Pv,K'

1c

P~,K(f) = L Pv,K(Vij) .
i=O

So for 0 ~ f ~ k the operator Vi from C1c(IR, V) into C1c- i (IR, V) is continuous. We observe
that the spaces Ck(IR, V) are sequentially complete.

Theorem 1.3. The differentiation operator V is the infinitesimal generator of the group
((Tt)tEB.

Proof.

Let f E C1 (IR, V). Then there is 9 E C1 (IR, V) such that

•
f(s) = f(O) +! g(T)dT, S E IR .

o

So for t :f. 0

((Ttf)( s) - f( s) _ g(s) 1 jt+3
(g(T) - g(S))dT

t t

and for v E ID,

(
(Ttl - f )Pv ---- - g(8) s: max pv(g(r) - 9(8)) <

t 'TE[a,t+a]

This yields for v E ID and J( C JR compact

(
(Ttf - f )Pv,K - 9 :S max max Pv(g(T) - g(s)) .

t aEK TE[.,t+T]

Since 9 is uniformly continuous on compact subsets, we see that

. ((Ttf - f )hm PvK - 9 = 0"
t-+O I t

Conversely, let f E C(1R, V) be such that there exists 9 E C(IR, V) such that

I
" (Ttf - f
1m = 9

t-+O t

Since for all s E IR

in C(IR, V) .

f(s) = lim t
1 j"'+t f(T)dT, in C(IR,V) ,

t-+O
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the conclusion fECI (JR, V) with 1J f = g follows from the observation that for each
s E JR,

f(s) - f(O) = l~ ~ [7' f(T)dT - if(T)dT]

• •
=}~ 7! ((o"tJ)(r) - f(r))dr =! g(r)dr.

o 0

o

Next we are going to prove some results for differential operators p(1J) with constant coeffi
cients,

with ao, ... , ak E C. 'vVe introduce the following notation

For I{) E C(JR, V) and x E V we let I{) (8) x denote the function in C(JR, V) defined
by

(I{) (8) x)(t) = I{)(t)x, t E JR .

Lemma 4. Let 1{)1, ••• , I{)n E C(JR, C) be given. Then M defined by

M = span{l{)j (8) x I j = 1, ... , n, x E V}

is closed in C(JR, V).

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that the set {1{)1' ••• , I{)n} is independent in
C(JR, C). So there exists tt, ... , t n E JR and aij E C, i,j = 1, ... , n, such that

n

L aijl{)k(tj) = Oki, k, i = 1, ... , n .
j=l

(For a proof of this elementary result, see [vE]). Define the continuous linear mappings Li' i =
1, ... , n, from C(JR, V) into V by

n

Ld = L aijf(tj) .
j=l

Now let (Ja)aEI denote a net in M that converges to some f E C(IR, V). Then there are
nets (XIe,a)aEI in V such that

n

fa = L I{)Ie (8) Xle,a .
1e=1
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Since Xi,a = £do" Q E I, Z == 1, ... , n, the nets (Xi,a)aEI are convergent with limit £d.
Consequently,

n

f == L <Pk 0 (£kJ) EM.
k=1

Next, define the integral operators :rk on C(m, V) by

f- (s - r)k-I
(:rkJ)(S) = (k _ I)! f(r)dr.

o

o

Then :rk is continuous on C(m, V) and maps Cl(m, V) into cl+k(m, V), for all i E IN U {O}.
The following algbraic relations hold

S.L :rkl :rk2 = :rk1+k2' k}, k2 E IN
S.iL Vk:rk = :rk-l, 0 < i < k, i, k E IN
S.iii. Vk:rk = I, the identity, k E IN
S.iv. Vl:rk = vl-k, i> k, f, k E IN .

For f E Gk(m, V) we have

k-I

S.v. :rkVk f = f - L qj 0 (V;J)(O)
;=0

t;
where qj denotes the monomial qj( t) = -:"j'

J.
It follows from 5.iii that :lk is an injective mapping from G(lR, V) into Gk(m, V), and, that
'Ok from Gk(JR j V) into G(m, V) is surjective. From S.v we see that Vic f == 0 if and only if

f E span( {qj 0 x I x E V, j = 0, ... , k - I})

as to be expected.
The multiplication operators f>.., A E C,

(f>.f)(t) == e>..tf(t), t E m, f E G(JR, V)

map G(m, V) continuously onto G(JR, V), and, more generally, Gk(JR, V) continuously onto
Ck(JR, V). So the integral operators :rk(A) on G(JR, V) with

are continuous on G(JR, V) and map Cl(m, V) into Gl+k(JR, V). There is the explicit ex
preSSIOn
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•

! (s - r)k-l
(Jk(A)J)(S) =. e>.(a-,.) f(r)dr

(k- 1)! '
o

s E JR.

Since V - A = c>.Dc _>., the following algebraic relations result from 5.i-iv.

1.6.i.
1.6.ii.
1.6.iii.
1.6.iv.

Jk1 (A )Jk2(A) = Jk1 +k2 (A), kb k2 E IN ,
(D - A)lJk(A) = Jk-l(A), 0 < i < k, i,k E IN ,
(D - A)kJk(A) = I, k E IN ,
(V - AlJk(A) = (V - A)l-k, i> k, i,k E IN .

Further, for f E Ck(JR, V) we have

1.6.v.

k-l

Jk(A)(D - k)k f = c>,JkDke_>.f = f - L e>.(qj 0 (Dje_>.J)(O))
j=O

k-l

= f - L qj,>' 0 ((D - A)jJ)(O)
j=O

t j

where qj,>' denotes the Bohl function qj,>' (t) = -:-; e>.t.
J.

Consequently, (D - A)kf = 0 if and only if

f E span {qj,>' 0 x Ix E V, j = 0, ... , k - 1} .

Our aim is to extend the results for arbitrary polynomials in the differentiation operator V.

So let P be a complex polynomial with zeroes Aj, j = 1, ... , s, having the order kj, respectively.
Then there are complex numbers akj, k = 1, ... , kj, j = 1, ... , s, such that

• kj
L L akjPkj(A) = 1, A E C ,
j=l k=l

with

peA)
Pkj(A) = (A _ Aj)'t' A E C .

Define the linear mapping ICp on C(JR, V) by

• kj
ICp = L L akjJk(Aj) .

j=l k=l

From the relations 5.(ii)-(iv) it follows that each Jk' k E IN, maps Cl(JR, V) into Cl(JR, V)
continuously, whence ICp is a continuous linear mapping on each Cl(JR, V), i E IN U{O}. Let
f E Cd(JR, V) with d the degree of p. Then
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8 kj 8 kj
p(V)JCpf = L: L: akjp(V):rIe(Aj)f == L: L akjPkj(V)f = f

j=l 1e=1 j=l 1e=1

We shall compute JCpp(V)f, also. First observe that by 6.v for f E Cd(IR)

:rk(Aj )p(V f == :rle( Aj)(V - Aj)leplej(V)f
Ie-I

== Pkj(V)f - L: qi.>"j 0 ((V - Aj)iplej(V)J)(O)
i=O
Ie-I

== Plej(V)f - L: qi,>"j 0 (PIe-i •.j(V)J)(O)
i=O

Inserting the definition of JCp we get

8 lej

JCpp(V)f = L L alej:rk(Aj)p(V)f ==
j=l 1e=1

8 lej Ie-I
== L: L alej[Plej(V)f - L qi,>"j 0 ([Pk-i,j(V)J)(O)]

j=l 1e=1 i=l
8 lej-1

=f - L L: qi,>..; 0 (l'ij(V)J)(O)
j=l i=O

where Tij is the polynomial of degree ~ d - 1 given by

k;-i
Tij = L ak+i,jPkj .

k=1

We corne to the fonowing satisfactory conclusion.

Theorem 1.7. Let p be a polynomial of degree d and let

ker(p(V)) == {f E Cd(IR, V) Ip(V)f = O} .

Then

ker(p(V)) == span( {qle.>..; 0 x I x E If, k = 0, ... , kj - 1, j == 1, ... , s})

where AI, ... , A8 are the zeros of p with corresponding orders kj, j == 1, ... , s.

Proof. For k == O, ... ,kj - 1, j == 1, ... ,s and x E V,
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so that span({...}) C ker(p(D)). Conversely, p(D)f
f E span({...}).

The following is one of the main results of this paper.

o implies Kpp(D)f o so that
o

Theorem 1.8. Let p be a polynomial of degree d. Then p(D) with domain Gd(JR, V) is closed
as a densely defined linear mapping in G(JR, V), i.e. the subspace of G(JR, V) ® G(JR, ll)

Hf; p(D)f] I f E Gd(JR, lln

is closed in G(JR, ll) EEl G(JR, V) with respect to the direct sum topology.

•
Proof. We may assume that p is monic such that p( A) = II (A - Aj )lej. Then

j=l

"p(D)f = II (D - >'j)lej f, f E Gd(JR, ll) .
j=l

Define

"
'R = II Jlej(>'j) •

j=1

Then 'R is continuous on G(JR, ll) and 'Rf E Gd(JR, \1) for f E G(JR, V) with p(D)'Rf = f.
Now let (Ja)aEI be a net in Gd(JR, V) such that

fa - f in C(JR, V)
and

p(V)fa - g in G(JR, ll) .

We have to prove that f E Cd(JR, V) and p(D)f = g. Now Va = fa - 'Rp(D)fa E
ker(p(D», fa - f and 'Rp(V)fa - 'Rg, so that Va - f - 'Rg. Since ker(p(D») is closed
according to Lemma 1.4 and Theorem 1.7, we have f - 'Rg E ker(p(D». Consequently,

and
f = 'Rg + (J - 'Rg) E Cd(JR, ll)

p(D)f = g . o

Corollary 1.9. For each k E IN the operator Die with domain Ck(JR, ll) is closed as a linear
mapping in G(JR, ll).

Corollary 1.10. The locally convex topology of Ck(JR, V) generated by the seminorms
pt 1C equals the graph-topology of the operator Die and therefore is brought about by the.
semmorms
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with 1/ E JD and K C JR compact.

Proof. Since P~,lC :s; P~,lC the graph topology is coarser than the locally convex topology
we imposed on Gk(JR, V). Let, conversely, fa - f in Gk(JR, V) with respect to the graph
topology. Then (fa - :!kvk fa )aEI is convergent in G(JR, V). Since

k-l
fa - JkVk fa = L qi ® (Vi fa)(O)

i=O

it follows that for each j E IN, j = 0, ... , k - 1, the net ((Vi fa)(O))aEI is convergent. Hence
for all £ E IN

is convergent in G(JR, V). In particular for f E IN with 1 ~ l :s; k - 1,

is convergent with limit Vi f. This proves that the graph topology and the locally convex
topology on Gk(JR, V) as introduced previously, are the same. 0

We finish this section introducing the operators O'[fL], fL E bae(JR), on G(JR, V). For t E JR
and fL E bae(JR) we define

T T

(O'[Jl]J)(t) = f f(t + r)dJl(r) = f (O'-rJ)(t)dll(r)
-T -T

with T 2: 0 so large that JI varies on [-T, T], only. Since

T

(O'[fL]J)(t) - (O'[fL]J)(S) = f (J(t + r) - f(s + r))dfL(r)
-T

uniform continuity of f ensures that O'[fL]J E G(JR, V). Also, for 1/ E 1D and J( C JR compact

Pv,K(O'[/l]J) :s; var(Jl) sup PV,K(O'TJ) =var(,l)pv,k(J)
TE[-T,T]

with i"( = J( + [-T, T]. Hence O'[/l] is continuous on G(JR, V).

Let H denote the Heaviside function and Ht, for t E JR, its translate Ht(r) = H(r - t).
Then O't = 0'[Ht], t E JR, and so {O't I t E JR} C {O'[fL] I Il E hae(JR)}. By definition
O'[fLl +fL2] = O'[/ll] +0' [Jl2] and O'[aJl] = aO'[/l] for Il}, fL2, Il E bae(JR) and a E C. Furthermore,
for all t E JR and 1:-: V - C linear and continuous
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where (JL * JL2)( r) =! JLl (r - a )dJL2(0'), r E JR.

Hence 0'[JL1]0'[JL2] = O'[JLl * JL2]'

Lemma 1.11. The linear span, span{O't I t E lR}, is strongly (= pointwisely) sequen
tially dense in {O'[JL] I JL E bac(lR)}, Le. for each JL E bac(1R) there exists a sequence (JL1c)1cEN

in span{Ht I t E JR} such that for all f E C(JR, V)

lim O'[JL1c]f = O'[JLJ! in C(IR, V) .
1c-+oo

Proof. Let JL E bac(JR) and let T ~ 0 so large that JL varies on [-T, T] only. Define

tile = -T + -let1 T, i = 0,1, ... , 2le , k E IN2 -

and

1c

JL1c = L (JL(ti1c) - JL(ti-l,1c))Htik , k E IN .
i=l

Then for f E C(JR, V)

2k ti,k

(O'[JLJ! - O'[JL1c]f)( t) =?= ! (f( t + r) - f( t + ti.le))djl( r) .
~=l ti-l,k

So for 1/ E JI) and J( C JR compact

PII,K(a[jlJ! - O'[JL1c]f) ~ sup sup sup PII(f(t + r) - f(t + ti1c)) .
iE{1 •...•2k} tEK 'TE[ti_l,k.tik]

The right-hand side tends to zero as k -+ 00, because f is uniformly continuous on compact
subsets of JR. 0

If JL E ba.c(JR) n COO(JR), then its derivative JL' is a C oo _ function with compact support,
Le. JL' E C~(JR), and for f E C(JR, V)

(O'[JL]f)(t) =! f(t + r)JL'(r)dr =! f(r)JL'(r - t)dr .
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A sequence (f-ln)nEl'f in baAJR) n GOO(JR) is said to be an approximate identity, whenever

O'[f-lnlJ -+ f as n -+ 00 ,

for all f E G(JR, V} Now let II E G~(JR) with f v(T)dT = 1. Define

R

t

f-ln(t) = n f v(nT)dr, t E JR, n E IN .
-00

Then f-ln E bac(JR) n GOO(JR) and

(O'[f-ln]J)(t) - f(t) =f (J(t +Tin) - f(t))v(r)dT .
R

Since the support of v is compact and f is uniformly continuous on compact sets, it follows
that (f-ln )nEl'f thus defined, is an approximate identity.

The existence of an approximate identity implies that the space GOO(JR, V) IS dense in
G(JR, V). In fact a more general result is valid.

Lemma 1.12. Let A1 be a. closed subspa.ce of G(JR, V) such that O't(M)
t E JR. Then M n Goo (JR, V) is dense in j\lt.

M for all

Proof. For all f-l E spa.n{Ht I t E lR}, we have O'[jt](M) ~ M and as a consequence of
Lemma 11 and the closedness of M for all f-l E bac(JR), cr[Jt](M) ~ M. Now let (f-ln) be an
approximate identity in bac(IR) n GOO(IR), Then for all f EM, cr[jtnJJ E M n GOO(JR, V)
and aftln1f -+ f. 0

2 One-parameter co-groups

As in section 1, by V we denote a sequentially complete topological vector space with locally
convex topology brought about by the directed collection of seminorms {Pv III E lD}.

Let (1l"t)tER be a one-parameter group of continuous linear mappings on V, I.e.

1l"0 = I, the identity .

To each x E V we associate the trace T.".x: JR -+ V,

(T1rx)(t) = 1l"tX, t E 1R .

16



The following definition is standard in one-parameter group theory.

Definition 2.1. The one-parameter group (1I"t)tER on V is said to be strongly continu
ous, or a co-group, if for all x E V

lim 1I"tX = x
t-+O

with respect to the topology of V, Le. 'tIvED: lim Pv(1I"tX - x) = O.
t-+O

In fact, the next result is a reformulation of this definition.

Lemma 2.2. The one-parameter group (1I"t)tEB on V is strongly continuous if and only
if T"x E C(JR, V) for all x E V.

Proof. Let x E V. Continuity of 11"" for all s E JR yields

lim 1I"tX = x ¢> 'tI"ER: lim 1I"t+"X = 1I""X
t-+O 't-+O

¢> 'tI"ER: lim (T"x)(t + s) = (T1fx)(s)
t-+O

¢> T"x E C(JR, V)

o

Theorem 2.3. The linear mapping T1f: V -+ C(JR, F) is linear and closed and satisfies
T,,1I"t = CFtT"., t E JR.

Proof. Let (XOl)OlE! be a convergent net in If with limit x E F such that (T"XOl)OlEI is
a convergent net in C(IR, V) with limit f E C(JR, F). Then 1I"t being continuous for all
t E JR,

Consequently, f = T"x. o

Definition 2.4. The co-group (1I"t)tER is said to be locally equicontinuous if for all J( C JR
compact the collection {CFt I t E J(} is equicontinuous in the space L(F) of continuous linear
mappings on V; it means that for all J( C JR compact

(Here we used assumed directedness of the collection {Pv IvElD}.)
Local equicontinuity can be reformulated in terms of the operator T".

Lemma 2.5. The co-group (1I"t)tER is locally equicontinuous if and only if T" from F into
C(JR, V) is continuous.

Proof. The linear mapping T". is continuous if and only if for all vElD and J( C JR
compact there is v E If) and c > 0 such that
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The latter is a reformation of the definition of local equicontinuity. o

We arrive at an interesting point. Combining Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 2.5 we conclude
that for spaces V for which the closed graph theorem is valid in the space L(V, G(lR, V)),
each co-group (7l"t)tEB on V is locally equicontinuous. In [Ko], Komura proved that if V is
barreled each co-group (7l"t)tEB on V is locally equicontinuous, and therefore Tw is continuous.
In fact Komura's result is a straightforward consequence of the following theorem, cf. [Tre],
p. 347.

Let E be a barreled locally convex space and F a locally convex space. Then
a subset H of continuous linear mapping from E to F is equicontinuous if H is
bounded for the topology of pointwise (== strong) convergence).

Indeed, let K C lR be compact. Then for each v E DJ and x E V the function t 1-+ PvC7l"tx), t E
lR, is continuous an so

So the set 7t(K,7l") = {7l"t I t E K} C L(V) is bounded with respect to the topology of
pointwise convergence and the above result applies.

In the remaining part of this section we consider a fixed co-group (7l"t)tEll with the property
that the corresponding ~: V -+ G(lR, V) is continuous, i.e. (7l"t}tElR is locally equicontinu
ous.

Definition 2.6. For each JI E baAlR) the linear operator 7l"[Jt] on V is defined by

where boo: C(lR, V) -.., V denotes the continuous linea.r mapping

boof = f(O) , f E G(lR, 11) .

(We observe that booT-,r = I, the identity on V.)
From the definition of a[Jtj, cf. Section 1, it follows that

Hence,

and so
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Theorem 2.7. The mapping J-t .....,. 1r[J-t] , J-t E bac(JR), is a representation of the con
volution ring bac(JR) in the ring L(V) of all continuous linear mappings on V satisfying
'T,..1r[J-t] = a[J-t]'T,... In particular 1l"[Htl = 1l"t for all t E JR.
The logical next step is a discussion of the infinitesimal generator of the co-group (1l"t)tEB.

Definition 2.8. By dome011") the subspace of V is denoted consisting of all x E V for
which the limit

1
811"x := lim -(1l"tX - x)

t .....o t

exists in V. The linear mapping 811": dome 011") -+ V, thus defined is called the infinitesimal
generator of the group (1l"t)tEB. Inductively dome0;) is defined as

and

Lemma 2.9. For x E V, we have x E dom(811") if and only if 'T,..x E Cl(JR, If) = domeD). If
so, then 'T,..611"x = D711"x.

Proof. Let x E V such that 711"x E Cl(JR, V). Then by Lemma 1

Continuity of .6.0 yields

So x E dom(01l") and 01l"X = f1oV711"x.
Let, conversely, x E dome611")' Then by continuity of 'h

o

Remark. We have D711" = 'h811" on dome 811")'

Applying a straightforward inductive argument yields

Corollary 2.10. Let x E V, then
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The observed relationship between locally equicontinuous co-groups CrrdtER on V, on one
hand, and the translation group (adtER on C(JR, V), on the other hand, which is imposed
by the intertwining operator T7r yields a number of interesting results, which, as far as they
are proved already in certain situations, get a very elegant and simple proof. We like to
emphasize again that for barreled V all co-groups on V are locally equicontinuous.

Lemma 2.11. For each k E IN, dom(6;) is a dense subspace ofV. In particular, domOO
( 67r ) :=

n~l dom(6;) is dense in V.

Proof. Let x E V. Let (ILn)nElV be an approximate identity in bac(JR) n COO(JR). Then
1r[ILn]X E domOO (67r ) because '1;.1r[ILn]X = a[ILn]T7rx E COO(JR, V). From a[lln]T7rx -- '1;.x (n-
00) is follows that 1r[lln]X -- X as n -- 00. 0

The next theorem is known to hold for Banach spaces; for Frechet spaces or sequentially
complete inductive limits of Frechet spaces we do not know if such a result has been proved.
However, we are sure that there are no proofs based on the simple arguments as we apply.

Theorem 2.12. Let p be a polynomial, p(>.) = aq>.q + ... + al>' + ao. Then the linear
operator p(67r ),

with (natural) domain, dom(p(67r )) = dome 6~) is closed as a densely defined linear operator
in V.

Proof. For x E dom(6~), by definition, x E dom(8;), 1 ~ k ~ q and so p(b.,.)x is well
defined satisfying Trr07rX = p(V)T.rx.
Now let (Xa)aEI be a net in dom(8i.) such that X Q -+ x and p(81l")xa -+ yin V. Continuity of
T.r ensures that

in C(JR, V). Since T7rp(b7r )xa = p(1J)'1;.xa and since p(1J) with domain Cl(JR, V) is closed
according to Theorem 1, we get T.rx E cq(JR, l/) and p(1J)T.rx = '1;.y. Consequently, x E
dome6~) and

o

Theorem 2.13. For each k E IN, the operator 8; with domain domeb;) is closed. The vector
space domeb;) endowed with the graph topology induced by the closed operator 0;, i.e. the
locally convex topology brought by the seminorms
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is sequentially complete. Besides, domOO
( 611') with locally convex topology brought about by

{pt I v E JD, k E IN} is sequentially complete.
The spaces dom(6;), domOO (611') remain invariant under each 1rt, t E IR with

and so 'T.w: dome6;) ---. Ck(IR, V) is continuous.

Proof. The closedness of 6; follows from Theorem 2.12. We only prove sequentially com
pleteness of dome6;). Therefore let (Xn)nEJ\T be a Cauchy sequence in dome6;). It follows
that (xn)nEJ\T and (S;Xn)nEJ\T are Cauchy sequences in V. Since V is sequentially complete
there are x and y in V such that

in V as n - 00. Since 15; is closed, it follows that x E domeS;) and 6;x = y. o

Remark. From relation 1.6ov we obtain the following identity for all x E dome6;): for
all >. E IR and t E IR

t

J (t - T )k-l '( ) k k-l t j , .
--'--:-:_-'---,-- e" t-T" 1rtfJ1I'x dT = 1rtX - '""'" - e"t63 x

(k - 1)! L..J 0' 'Ir'o j=o Jo

and from 1.6.i, for all x E V and t E IR

tJ(t - T)k-l 1rtX dT E dom(fJ;) 0

o

With the following auxiliary result we can prove some properties of (1rt)-invariant subspaces
of V and (1rd-invariant operators on V.

Lemma 2.14. The linear span, span{1rt I t E IR} is strongly (= pointwise) dense in the
collection {1r[J.L] Ibac(IR)}.

Proof. Let J.L E bac(IR). According to Lemma 1.9 there exists a sequence (J.Ln) in span{Ht I
t E IR} such that (a[J.Ln]J)nE1V converges to a[tt]f for all f E C(IR, V). So for all x E V

o

Corollary 2.15. Let MeV be a closed subspace such that 1rt(M) ~ M for all t E IR.
Then 1r[J.L](M) ~ M for all J.L E bac(IR).

Proof. For J.L E ba'C(IR) , ta.ke the sequence (tln)nE1V in span{Ht I t E IR} as in Lemma
2.14. Then for all n E IN, IT"illn)(M) ~ M and so for all x E M
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o

Theorem 2.16. Let MeV be a closed subspace such that 1l"t(M) ~ M for all t E JR.
Then M n domoo(c'll") is dense in M.

Proof. Let (JLn)nEN be an approximate identity in bac(JR) n Coo(JR). Then 1l"[JLn]x E
domoo (c1l") and 1l"[JLn]x ----. X as n ----. 00, for all x E V. We conclude that M n domoo (c1l") is
dense in M, since 1l"[/In]X E J\;( n domoo (c1l") for all x E M. 0

Let k E IN and x E dom(c;). Then 1l"tX E dom(c;) and C;1l"tX = 1l"tC;X for all t E JR.
Now let ift denote the restriction of 1l"t to domoo (C1l")' t E JR. It follows that (ift)tEB is a
co-group on the locally convex space domOC(c'll")' Also, the linear mapping 1;.ldomOO (oS,,) is
continuous from dom00 ( C1l") into Coo (JR, V) with

It follows that for all JL E bac(JR)

So if M is a closed subspace of domoo (011")' then

by Corollary 2.15.

Theorem 2.17. Let M be a closed subspace of the locally convex space domoo (C1l") with the
property that 1l"t(M) ~ M fOr all t E JR. Then M = cl(M) n domoo (01l") for cl(M) denoting
the closure of M in 11.

Proof. It is clear that M C cl(M) n domoo (01l")' Take x E cl(M) n domoo (811") and let
JL E bac(1R) n coc(1R). Then there is a net (Xa)aEI in M such that X a ----. X in V. Since
O;1l"[JL] = (-l)k1l"(lI(k»), 1l"[/I]Xa ---', 1l"[Il]x in domoo (o1l")' Further, for all a E I, 1r[/I]Xa E M and
therefore 1l"[JL]x E j\;(. Letting (IIn)nEN denote an approximate identity in bac(JR) n COO(JR)
we get 1l"[lln]x -+ x in domoo (o1l") so that x EM. 0

Finally we present some results with respect to closed (1l"t)-illvariant operators in V.

Definition 2.18. A closed linear operator K in V with domain dom(K) is said to be (1l"t)
invariant if 1l"t(dom(K)) ~ dom(K) and K1l"tx = 1l"tKx, x E dom(K), t E JR.

Lemma 2.19. Let K be a closed (1l"t)-invariant operator in V. Then for all II E bac(JR),

Proof. Let JL E bac(1R). Take a sequence (IIn)nEN in span{Ht I t E JR} such that 1l"[lln] ----.
1r[Il] strongly as n ---', 00. Then for all x E dom(K), and n E IN, 1r[lln]x E dom(K) and
K1l"[lln]x = 1l"[lln]Kx. \Ve conclude that
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Since K- is closed, 1r[Jt]x E dom(K-) and K-1r[Jl]x = 1r[Jl]K-x. o

Lemma 2.20. Let K- be a closed (1rt)-invariant operator in V such that domoo (61r ) C dom(K-).
Then K-(domoo (61r»C dOllloo (6,..) and K-ldomOO(,s... ) is closed.

Proof. Let (Jln)nEN be an approximate identity in bac(IR)nCoo(IR) and let x E domoo (6,..).
Then

and

Since 6; is closed it follows that

o

Theorem 2.21. Let K- be a closed (1rt)-invariant operator in V such that domoo (6,..) C
dom(K-). Then

graph(K-) = {[x;K-x] I x E domoo (<<5,..)}

with the closure taken in V EEl V with direct sum topology.

Proof. In V EEl V the co-group (ift)tER defined by ifdx; y] = [1rt;C; 7rtY] is locally equicon
tinuous with

The closed subspace graph(K-) of V EEl Y is (if t )- invariant. Therefore

graph(K-) n dom00 ( 6fr )

is dense in graph(K-).

3 co-groups on strict LF-spaces

o

We focus on the special situation that V is a strict LF-space, i.e. the inductive limit of a
countable strict inductive sybtem {Fn I n E IN} of complete metrizable locally convex spaces
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(= Frechet spaces). This secion is composed of three parts. In Part 1 we study the space
G(lR, V) for V a strict LF-space. In Part 2 we discuss a result of Dixmier and Malliavin and
apply it to the space Goo(lR, V). Part 3 is devoted to co-groups on strict LF-spaces. For
self-containedness of the paper we present some general definitions and results first.

Definition. A collection of Frechet spaces {Fn I n E IN} with associated (metrizable) locally
convex topologies F n , n E IN is called a strict inductive system if the following conditions
are satisfied

F n is a closed subspace of F n +ll n E IN

the topology Tn for F n equals the relative topology Tn+lIF...

00

The vector space V = U Fn is called the inductive limit of the inductive system {Fn }.

n=l

For a strict inductive system {Fn } we let B{Fn } denote the collection of all convex and
balanced subsets of V such that their intersection with each Fn is open in Fn . Then the
inductive limit topology, denoted by 'lind{Fn}, imposed on V, consists of all subsets 0 of V
for which

V:t:EO 3UEB{:Fn }: x + U CO.

The topology 'lind{Fn}, thus defined, is a (Hausdorff) locally convex topology. The locally
convex vector space (V, 'lind{Fn}) is called a strict LF-space. From literature we quote the
following general results on strict LF-spaces. For proofs we refer to [Con], [Fl] and [Gro].

Theorem 3.2. Let {Fn } be a strict inductive system of Frechet spaces.

I. The Frechet topology of Fm and the relative topology for F m induced by 'lind{Fn} are
the same for each m E IN. Otherwise sa.id, each continuous seminorm on F m extends to
a continuous seminaI'm on 1I,

II. The space (V, 'lind{Fn }) is barreled, bomological and sequentially complete.

III. Each bounded subset of (V, 'lind{Fn}) is contained in some Fm , mE IN.

IV. Consider two strict LF-spaces (Vt, 'lind{Fl •n}) and (V2 , 'lind{F2,n})' A linear map .e from
Vl into V2 is continuous if and only if for all n E IN there is m E IN such that

and

.e1:Ft ,.. : Fl,n -+ F 2,m is continuous.

Moreover, .e is continuous if and only if its graph is sequentially closed in Vl EB V2 with
respect to the direct sum topology. 0
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In Section 1 we have described the compact-open topology 7;;o(.Dl, V) of G(JR, V) for any
sequentially complexe locally convex space V, we have described the translation group on
G(JR, V) and the corresponding differentiability structure. In Section 2 we have shown the
relationship between co-groups on V, the natural embeddings of V into G(JR, V) associated
with them and the translation group. This relationship can be structured more if V is a strict
LF-space.

i. The space G(JR, V) revisited

Throughout let V be a strict LF-space associated with the strict inductive system {Fn }.

Let I( C JR be compact. By G(I(, V) we denote the vector space of all continious func
tions from I( into V. For I E G(I(, V), I(I() is a compact subset of V and so there exists
an n E IN such that I(I() c F n by 3.2.III, and I(K) is a compact subset of Fn by 3.2.1. Also
by 3.2.1, I E G(K, F n ). Summarizing,

Lemma 3.3. For each K C JR compact,

00

G(K, V) = U G(K,Fn ).

n=1

The spaces G(K,Fn ) are quite naturally endowed with the Frechet topology brought about
by the seminorms

PnJ"K(f) = max PnJ·(/(t)), • . tEK' .

where the collection of seminorms {Pn,i I j E IN} genera.te the Frechet topology of Fn. It is
a routine check that the collection {G( K, Fn ) I n E IN} is a strict inductive system and so
G(K, V) can be imposed with the strict LF-topology 1ind{G(K, Fn )}.

Besides, G(K, V) ca.n be endowed with the topology of uniform convergence; this is the locally
convex topology on G(K, V) brought about by the following basis of neighbourhoods of the
origin in G(K, V): [; is a basic neighbourhood of 0 in G(K, V) if there exists U E B{Fn }

such that

fj = {I E G(K, V) IVtEK : I(t) E U} .

The topology of uniform convergence is denoted by ~<:{K,V}. Now with U and [; as
indicated

and UnFn is open in Fn . Since [; is convex and balanced it follows that [; E B{G(K,Fn )}.

Yielding the following result

Lemma 3.4. The topology of uniform convergence ~<:(K, V) for G(K, V) is weaker than
the inductive limit topology 1ind{G(K,Fn )} for G(K, V).
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At this point it is not clear whether the topologies Tuc(J(, V) and 'lind{C(I(,Fn )} are the
same. There is the following positive result.

Lemma 3.5. Let (Jm) be a sequence in C(K, V). Suppose (Jm) converges uniformly to
I E C(K, V) (i.e. with respect to Tuc(K, V)) Then there exists n E IN such that 1m, I E
C(K,Fn) for all m E IN and 1m --+ I in C(K,Fn) (i.e. with respect to 'lind(C(K,Fn)).

Proof. For each continious seminorm p on V

max p(Jm(t) - I(t)) --+ 0 as m --+ 00 •
tEK

It follows that

sup max p(Jm(t» < 00
mEN tEK

and so the set {Jm(t) I t E J(, m E IN} is bounded in V. Consequently, there exists n E IN
such that

{Jm(t) I t E J(, mE IN} C Fn ,

and for each m E IN, therefore, 1m: K --+ Fn, is continuous, i.e. 1m E C(K, Fn). Finally
observe that for each continuous seminorm p on Fn there is an extension p, a continuous
seminorm on V. Hence for all m, £. E IN

max p(fm(t)- h( t» = max p(Jm(t) ~ h( t» -+ 0 as m, £. --+ 00 •
tEK tEK

We conclude tha.t fm- f in C(K,Fn) as m -> 00.

Remark: So sequential concergence is the same for both topologies Tuc(I(, V) and 'lind{C( J(, Fn )}

for C(K, V).

The previous result in combination with Theorem 3.2 has the following consequences.

00

Corollary 3.6. Let W = U Gn be a strict LF-space and let .c be a linear mapping
n=l

from W into C( J(, V). Then the following statements are equivalent

(i) .c is continuous with respect to the topology 'lind{Gn } for Wand Tuc(I(, V) for C(K, V).

(ii) .c is continuous with respect to the topology 'lind{Gn} for Wand 'lind{C(I(,Fn } for
C(K, V).

(iii) graph(.c) is sequentially closed in W EEl C(J(, V) for W carrying the topology 'lind{Gn}
and C(K, V) the topology Tuc{K, V} or 'lind{C(J(, Fn)}.
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(iv) For all n E IN there exists mE IN such that

and

.cle.. : Gn - G(l(,Fm ) is continuous.

Proof. If (Xl)lElV is a convergent sequence in W such that (.cXl)lElV is convergent with re
spect to ~c(I(,V), then by Lemma 3.5 (.cXl)lElV is convergent with respect to 1ind{G(l(, Fn )}.

So by Theorem 3.2, (iii) implies (ii). Since ~c(I(, V) is weaker than 'lind{G(I(,Fn)}, (ii) im
plies (i). 0

Regarding the remarks on page 4 the compact-open topology Tco(JR, V) is the weakest lo
cally convex topology on G(IR, 11 ) for which for all compact l( C IR the restriction mapping
TK: I - 11K is continuous from C(JR, V) into G(J(, V) where G(J(, V) carries the topol
ogy ~c(J(,V). Besides, we introduce the topology Tco(IR, {Fn }) on G(JR, V) as the weakest
locally convex topology on G(JR, V) for which the restriction mappings TK are continuous
when G(J(, V) carries the topology 'lind{G(J(,F)n)}.
It follows that a linear mapping .c from a locally convex vector space lV into G(JR, V) is
continuous with respect to Tco(JR, V) or Tco(JR, {Fn }) if and only if for each J( C JR com
pact, TK0.c from W into G(l(, V) is continuous with respect to ~c(K,V) or 'lind{G(K, Fn )},

respectively. We mention some consequences.

Lemma 3.7.

(i) Tco(JR, V) is weaker than Tco(IR, {Fn }).

(ii) Sequential convergence with respect to Tco(JR, V) and Tco(IR, {Fn }) is the same.

00

(iii) Let W = U Gn be a strict LF-space. Then a linear mapping .c from W into G(JR, V)
n=l

is continuous with respect to 'Tco(JR, V) if and only if .c is continuous with respect to
Tco(IR, {Fn }). Moreover, if £ is continuous, then for all K C IR compact and all n E IN
there is m E IN such that

Proof.

(i) is a consequence ofthe fact that ~c(K, V) is weaker than 'lind{G( l(, F n } for all compact
l( C JR.

(ii) Let (!l)lElV be a sequence in G(IR, V). Then by Lemma 3.5 !l - I with respect to
Tco(JR, V) ¢} 'VKeR,compactTk!l- rkl with respect to ~c(l(,V) ¢} 'VKeR,compact rk!l
Tkl with respect to 'lind{G(K, Fn )} ¢} !l - I with respect to Tco(JR, {Fn }).

(iii) Since for each l( C JR compact continuity of a linear mapping from W into G(K, V)
is the same for both the topologies ~c(K, V) and 'lind{G( J(, Fn)} the assertion can be
proved in a similar way a.s the previous one. 0
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In Section 1 we showed that the translation group (at)tER is a co-group with respect to
the topology 'Tc:o(lR, V). Now we show that is a co-group with respect to the topology
Tco(JR, {Fn }).

Lemma 3.8.

(i) For all t E JR the linear mapping at: G(JR, V) - G(JR, V) is continuous with respect
to the topology 'Tc:o(lR, {Fn }).

(ii) For all J E G(JR, V), atf - J as t - 0 with respect to 'Tc:o(JR, {Fn }).

(iii) For all Ji E bac(JR), the linear mapping a[Ji] on G(JR, V) is continuous with respect to
'Tc:o( JR, {Fn } ).

Proof.

(i) Let l( C JR be compact and let t E JR. Define l(t = l( - {t}, and at from G(l(t, V)
onto G(l(, V) by

(atf)(s) = J(s +t), s E l(t .

Then rK 0 at = rK 0 at 0 rK t " Now at from G(l(t, V) into G(l(, V) is continuous
(cf. Section 1) with respect to the topology Tuc(l(t, V) and Tuc(I(, ll). Hence at is
'lind{G(l(t,Fn )}, Tuc(I(, ll)-continuous. SinceG(l(t, V) with topology'lind{G(l(t,Fn )}

is a strict LF-space, Corollary 3.5 yields that at is 'lind{G(l(t, Fn )}, 'lind{G(l(,Fn )}

continuous.

(ii) Let J E G(JR, V) and let (trn) be a sequence in JR with limit o. Then at.,.! - J with
repect to Tco(JR, V) and therefore with respect to Tco(lR, {Fn }).

(iii) Let Ji E bac(lR) and let J{ C IR be compact. Define l(1l = J{ + sUPP(Ji). Then for all
f E G(Iill , ll) and t E K, define

(a[/L]J)(t) = ! J(t +T)dll(r) .
K

So rK 0 a(Ji) = rK 0 a[Ji] 0 rK,. and a[lt] maps G(I(Il' ll) into G(l(, V) continuously with
respect to the topologies Tuc(I(Il' V) and Tuc(I(, ll). The proof can be completed as in
(i). 0

In our discussion of the space G(JR, ll) with V a strict LF-space we devote now some at
tention to the spaces G'" (JR, V) of r times continuously differentiable functions from JR into
ll. These spaces were introduced in Section 1 for sequentially complete locally convex spaces
in general. It came as no surprise, that the space Gl(JR, ll) is the domain of the infinitesi
mal generator aCT = D of the group (at)tER and by induction, G'"(IR, V) equals the domain
of D'" for all rEIN, all with respect to the topology 'Tc:o(JR, V). Replacing 'Tc:o(JR, V) by
'Tc:o(JR, {Fn }) we have seen that (at)tER remain a co-group for the latter topology. We now
discuss its infinitesimal genearator.
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Therefore first we study the space C1(JR, V).
Let J( C JR be compact such that its interior int( J() is dense in J(, ego J( = [a, b]. Let
J(1 C int(J() be a compact subset of int(J(). Then there is 6 > 0 such that

J(1 + [-6,6] C J( .

Let IE C1(JR, V). Then there exists m E IN such that 11K E C(J(,:Fm ). By definition

n 6
I'(t) = lim 7(J(t +-) - f(t)) .

n~oo U n

Hence for all t E J(l, f'(t) is the limit of a sequence in :Fm and therefore I'(t) E :Fm . We
conclude from this that f'(1(l) c :Fm and f'IK1 E C(1(l,:Fm ). This being valid for all J(1 C J(
we obtain

f'IK E C(J(, :Fm ) ..

Summarizing: let f E C'(JR,V), then for all J( C JR compact with int(J() dense in J(, if
11K E C(J(,:Fm ) then f'IK E C(J(,:Fm ). And by induction

IE cr(JR, V) and flK E C(J(,:Fm )

implies that f(j)IK, ... , f(r)IK E C([(, :Fm )

and therefore

IE COO(JR, V) and flK E C([(, :Fm )

implies that fU)IK E C([(, :Fm ) for all j E IN .

For all rEIN let cr(J(, V) = {IlK I f E Cr(JR, V)} and cr(](,:Fn ) similarly. Then
summarizing in a different way, for all k C IR compact with int( K) dense in K

00

cr(K, V) = U Cr(K,:Fn )

n=l

and

00

COO(J(, V) = U COO(K,:Fn ).

n=l

Moreover, let f = 00,1,2, ... and let f E C(IR, V). Then f E cr(JR, V) if and only if for all
compact J( in JR with int(K) dense in J( there is m E IN such that flK E cr(K,:Fm ).

Besides its natural topology described in Section 1, the space cr(K, V) can be endowed
with the inductive limit topology brought about by the strict inductive system of Frechet
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spaces {G"(K,Fn ) In E IN}. Again it can be proved that sequential convergence is the same
for these topologies.

From the above considerations it will be clear that the co-group (ert)tEB has infinitesimal gen
erator TJ also with respect to the topology 'Tc:.o(JR, {Fn }) for G(lR, V) with domain Gl(lR, V).
As we have seen in Section 1 for each polynomial p of degree d the graph of the operator
p(TJ)

graph(p(TJ» = {[I;p(TJ)111 IE Gd(lR, V)}

is closed in G(lR, V)E17G(lR, V) with respect to the direct sum topology induced by 'Tc:.o(lR, V).
Since 'Tc:.o(lR, {Fn } ) is a stronger topology, graph(p(TJ» is closed with respect to 'Tc:.o( lR, {Fn }),

as well!

ii. A Dixmier-Malliavin type result

In Section 1 we introduced the operators er[JL] for It E bac (1R) on the space G(lR, V) and saw
that it turns G(lR, V) into a left-module over the convolution ring baAlR). Put differently
It 1--+ er[JL] is a representation ef the ring bac(lR) as continuous linear mappings on G(lR, V).
The ring bac(lR) plays a role also in the characterization of the space ['(lR) of compact distri
butions, the dual of the Frechet space [(lR) := GOO(lR). In [ES] the following characterization
of ['(lR) was presented.

Each continuous linear functional <I? on [(lR) is of the form

<I?(f) = (p (~) I,JL) = ! p (~) I dJL ,

where p is a polynomial a.nd It E baAlR).

The space ['(IR) is a convolution ring also where the convolution satisfies

We observe that the above representation of the elements of ['(lR) in terms of a polynomial
and an element of bac(lR) is not unique. Yet the convolution is properly defined. The space
[(lR) is a module over the ring ['(IR) defining

a[<I?lJ = a[Jl]p (~) I, IE [(lR) .

In fact (a[<I?]J)(t) = <I? (ertf) , t E lR. Any continuous linear mapping G on [(lR) satisfying
Gert = atC is of the form a[<I?]. With G = er[<[)l]er[<I?2] it turns out that C = a[<I?l * <I?2],
yielding another way of introducing the convolution structure on ['(lR).

Now on [(lR, V) := COO(JR, V) we can introduce likewise
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u[~]f = u[JL]p(V)f, f E E(JR, V)

for ~ = JL 0 p( -it). However this definition must not depend on the choice of JL and p. To see
that it does not we introduce the linear mapping !::..L for L a continuous linear functional on
V, i,e, LEV'. Indeed, for LEV' and f E G(JR, V) we write

(!::..LJ)(t) = L(J(t)) , t E JR .

Then !::..Lf E G(JR) and !::..L: G(JR, V) ~ G(JR) is continuous. Abusing somewhat the
notation by denoting the translation group on G(JR, V) as well as on G(JR) by (Ut)tEB, we
see that

And using continuity of !::..L and Lemma 1.11

Further if f E Gr(JR, V) then .6.Lf E Gr(JEl) and

. (d)i!::..LV3 f = dt !::..Lf, j = 1, ... , r .

Consequently for all LEV' and f E E(JR, V)

Now if ~ = JLl 0 Pl(-ft) and ~ = JL2 0 P2(ft), then, as observed for aU h E E(JR)

Consequently for all LEV' and f E E(JR, V)

yielding eventually

We like to warne the reader that the convolutive action of bac(JR) on G(JR) (or G(JR, V) in
general) as defined through the operator a[JL] is a bit different from the ones used in standard
literature. To see the difference let Jl E bac (1H) with
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t

p,(t) = I <p(T)dT
-00

where <p is a continuous fucntion with compact support. Then

00

(O'[p,]J)(t) =f J(t +T)dp,(T) = f J(t - T)ep(T)dT = (J * ep)(t)
-00

where ep(t) = -cp( -t), t E JR.

From the paper [DM] of Dixmier and Malliavin we take the following result which we have
set first in our terminology (recall that for cp E bac(JR) n COO (JR), its derivative cp' E c~(JR))

Given any sequence of positive real numbers (f3j )jEl'v there is a sequence ((Xj )jEN

with 0 < D:j < (3j and there are cp, 'I/; E bac(JR) n cOO(JR) such that

(*) (I,Pn (~lt) ip) -', 1(0) + (1,'1/;) as n -',00

for all 1 E £(JR). Here for n E IN, Pn denotes the polynomial

n

Pn(>') =L: (-l)j Gj>.2
j

.

j=O

It follows that for all 1 E £(JR)

O'[CP]Pn (~) 1 -', 1 +O'['I/;lJ .

In [DM] it is shown tha.t for each 1 E [(lR) a sequence (Gj)jEN call be chosen such that

Pn (:t) 1 --+ 9 in f(lR) as n -- 00

whence cp, 'I/; = bac(JR) n cOO(JR) exists such that

1 = O'[ip]g + a['I/;JJ ..

We obtain the result that

£(JR) = spall{a[cp]g I cp E bac(JR) n COO (JR), 9 E £(JR)} .

We shall extend DM's result by replacing £(JR) by £(JR, V) where V = U Fn is a strict
nEN

LF-space, with each Fn topologized by the collection of semillorms {Pn,k IkE IN} which is
assumed to be ordered.
Let 1 E £(JR, V). Define the sequences (-y::~)jENo as follows: For each £ E IN there exists ml

such that for all j E IN U {O}
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(according to the previous subsection). Now

l,i = max Pm k(j<2j +i)(t)) .
J,k tE[-l,l) t,

There exists a sequence ({3j)jElVo with {3j > 0, j E INo, such that for all k, eE IN and i E INo

00

~ (./ l,i <
LJ fJrrj,le 00.
j=O

By DM there is a sequence (O'j) with 0 < O'j < {3j and e.p, t/J E bac (1R) n COO (JR) such that (*)
is satisfied. The choice of the sequence (O'j) quarantees that the series

00

9 := L (-1)jO'/V2jI
j=O

is convergent in [(JR, V), i.e. 9 E [(JR, V), since for all f E IN the series

00

L (-1)jO'jV2j II [-l,ll
j=O

is convergent in Coon-f, f], F mt ):

n

With the polynomial Pn, Pn(A) = L (-1)jO'jA2j , as in (*) we thus see that there is 9 E
j=O

[(JR, V) such that

Pn(V)1 --+ g, n ---. 00 .

Moreover for all L E If'

We conclude that

u[e.p]g = 1+ u[t/J]j .

Summarizing.

Theorem 3.9. Let If be a strict LF-space. Then for all I E [(JR, If) there exist e.p, t/J E
hac(lR) n COO(JR) a.nd 9 E [(JR, If) such tha.t
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<7[If>]g = f +<7[1/7]f .

Hence

£(JR, V) = [(JR, V) + [(JR, V)

where

[(JR, V) = {<7[If>]g I9 E £(JR, V), If> E bac(JR) n GOO(JR)} .

iii. co-groups on strict LF-space

Let V be a strict LF space and let (1l"t)tEfl denote a Co- group on V. Accordingly we define
T-,r: V -4 G(JR, V) by

(T-,rx)(t) = 1l"tX , tEJR.

For each K c JR compact the linear mapping rK 0 T-,r has a sequentially closed graph as
a mapping from V into G(K, V). (Here as we have seen G(K, V) can be endowed with
Tuc(K, V) or 7ind{G(I(,Fn)}.) Indeed,

X n -+ x in V

a.nd

1'K 0 T1rxn -+ 9 in C(K, V)

yields 1l"tXn -> 1rtX = get), tEE. It follows that T,.. is continuous as a linear mapping from
V into G(JR, V) with respect to the topologies 'lind{Fn} and 1~o(IR, {Fn}), d. Corollary 3.6.
We see that for all J( c JR and n E IN there is m E IN such that (rK 0 T-,r )(Fn ) C C(J(, F m ).

The group (1l"t)tER is locally equicontinuous, more precisely, for all K c JR compact and
all n E IN, there is m E IN such that the set {1l"t I t E K} is an equicontinuous subset of
L(Fn , Fm ) (i.e. the spa.ce of all continuous linear mappings from F n into Fm ).

We showed in Section 2 that x E dome8;) if and only if T-,rx E dome1)1') = G1' (JR, V) and in
subsection 3.1 we discussed the latter space for V a strict LF-space.
Now take J( C JR a compact set with 0 as interior point, for instance K = [-a, a]. Then for
x E dome8;), according to subsection 3.1 there is n E IN such that

(T-,rX)(j)(o) E Fn , j = 0,1, ... ,r

a.nd so

8tx E Fn , j = 0,1, ... , l' .
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In the same way for aU x E dom00 ( 15,..) there is n E IN such that

We summarize the results in the following theorem.

Theorem 3.10. Let V be a strict LF-space, V = U :Fn , and let (1l"t)tEB be a Co- group
nEN

on V. Then V is sequentially complete and (1l"t)tEB is locally equicontinuous. In addition,
for all J( C JR compact and all n E IN, there is m E IN such that the set

is an equicontinuous subset of L(:Fn,:Fm ).

Let 8,.. denote the infinitesimal generator of (1l"t)tEB. Then for x E dome8~) there is n E IN
such that 8~x E :Fn for all j = 0,1, ... ,T. And, if x E domOO (8,..), there is n E IN such that
8~x E :Fn for all j E IN U {O}. 0

Remark: From the above theorem it follows that for a co-group in a strict LF-space all
results described in Section 2 are valid.

We finish with the following application of DM's results.

Let x E domOO (t5,..). Then T,..x E £(JR, V). So by subsection 3.ii there exists a sequence
of polynomials Pn and <p, '1/-' E bac(JR) n COO(IR) such that (*) is satisfied and

Pn('D)T,..x -+ 9 in £(IR, V) .

Therefore .6.oPn('D)T,..x -+ g(O) := y and T,..D>.OPn(V)T,.. = Pn(V)T,.. so that

9 = T,..y and y E domOO
( 15,..) .

Moreover we have, d. Theorem 3.9

CT[<p]T,..y = T,..x +CT['lj.1]T,..X

and consequently

1l"[<p]y = X + 1l"['lj.1]x .

Theorem 3.11. Let V be a strict LF-space and (1l"t)tElR a co-group on V with infinitesimal
generator 8,... Then

where
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